Advice for sports club dinner party?
1 upvotes | 22 November, 2015 | by IASGame
tl:dr Any specific advice for gaming at a dinner party?
Body:
I'm going to a Christmas dinner party. It is for a sports club and my wife isn't going to attend. I think this
is a good opportunity to practice game, because it is a female dominated sport (think yoga, although it
isn't) and most people going are females. I'm a foreigner and on average perhaps 15 years older than most
people on the club so this party is a bit out of my comfort zone.
Even though I'm an introvert I would like to have fun at this event, and pick up some experience to
improve my game.
I'm a rookie at game and most of the advice I can find on the web is based on clubbing scenarios or day
game, so even though game is fungible I could use specific advice.
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Comments
cholomite • 4 points • 23 November, 2015 12:20 AM

Don't focus on girls or game. Instead, just try to make as many friends as you can and have a good time in
general. Don't feel anxious when talking to women, treat them the same way you treat the men. Just a new
person to meet and talk to and maybe become friends with.
[deleted] • 2 points • 22 November, 2015 10:15 PM

Don't use the party like a bar or a club. Have fun , enjoy yourself, lightly flirt with the girls you are talking to.
Read up on kino. Just have fun. You aren't going to impress or get laid. Do you know these women ?? Do some
of them like/ respect you ? Use that to meet new ones and be charming and masculine. Watch a James Bond
movie.
IASGame[S] • 1 point • 22 November, 2015 10:28 PM

In a bar or club it is pretty hard to talk. I don't like it too much. Also I don't want to get laid, not into that
level of dread (and hope not to be).
I briefly chat with some of them when setting up stuff at the start / storing the stuff at the end of the sessions,
and with the ones nearby during the sessions. I think pretty much all of them know my face, some will know
my name, I'm bad at memorizing names but I remember some of theirs (like the ones organizing the dinner).
[deleted] • 1 point • 22 November, 2015 09:47 PM

What books and articles on game have you read so far?
IASGame[S] • 1 point • 22 November, 2015 09:53 PM

I've read Book of Pook and the 1st Rational Male book (although the latter I wouldn't say is so much about
game). I also read several other articles on Rational Male, all of the "Best of". Rollo's stuff is brilliant, but he
doesn't usually go into specific Game mechanics, he sticks to the fundamentals.
Here on Reddit I sorted out TRP and MRP comments by rating and read most of the all time tops and learned
a lot, but most of that isn't about game or is way beyond my level (thinking OmLaLa's stuff from TRP for
example).
[deleted] • 1 point • 22 November, 2015 10:28 PM

I've heard good things from daybang and anything RooshV, though TBH, the last I read it seriously, I
was reading neil strauss and watched his DVD set... aparently I'm a little dated
The_Litz • 1 point • 23 November, 2015 06:54 AM

The harder you try the harder it gets. Relax, have a drink to help with that, but do not over do it, you don't want
to be that guy that bumped over the punch bowl because he was wasted.
Focus on having fun for yourself, once people see you as being relaxed and fun they will open up more to you.
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